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FERAG PRESENTATION ANPE PANEL DISCUSSION 3 

MODERN MAILROOM TECHNOLOGY 

DECEMBER 6, 1995 

1. Why are mailroom systems so expensive? Is it due to near 

monopolistic situation within the supply side of the equation? Is 

the competitive situation going to Improve? 

Mailroom Is the wrong word today (Post Press System). If you 

consider Conveying - Stacking - Packaging - Despatching as a 

mailroom system - then you are right. If you consider integrated 

inserting as a department of the mailroom where through pre

printing your press Is used more economically, where you can 

add value to your Newspaper with supplements or magazines, 

where the Inserting of commercial Insert Is revenue generating -

three/four inserts per week pay for the Installations In America, 

Europe or Australia, In one year - then you get good value for 

your Investment. 

Monopolistic situation? Look at this panel - and this Is only the 

"Creme de la Creme'. 

We think there are fewer and fewer competitors selling mailroom 

systems due to consolidation, but competition may actually 

increase because the survivors offer more complete systems, a 

competitive edge when Newspapers Increasingly demand a 

single mailroom supplier. 
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2. On-line Inserting requires considerable space for pre-print 

storage. What are the options available (approaches of the 

different systems) to conserve storage and work - in - progress 

space? 

FERAG can offer the VARIODISC - the RONDO - and the MINIDISC 

storage concepts. We consider the MINIDISC system as the most 

flexible and most economical storage system. The very high 

storage density, the complete elimination of packaging, material 

transfer between newspaper commercial web offset and 

rotogravure printing and common-sense automation makes the 

FERAG MINIDISC system the Ideal storage and processing fool for 

rationalization. 

With regard to space saving In a Post Press Operation FERAG has 

concentrated all efforts for greater simplicity and economy In the 

packaging and distribution area The FERAG ROLLPACK system 

represents a completely new concept for bundle production. The 

familiar bundle Is replaced by a roll. The ROLLPACK replaces the 

counter stacking compensating, conveying, wrapping, strapping 

etc. 

Considerably, less space occupied. High operating reliability and 

low energy consumption as a result of technical simplicity. Faster 

cycles, since turning and pressing are unnecessary. No 

uncontrolled conveying routes. Immediate stability with minimum 

consumption of material. 

All In all - cost savings, up to a factor of two compared with 

conventional approaches. 
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3. inserting Is a highly mechanical activity. Inserting mechanics 

cannot match press speeds one - to - one and reliability of 

Inserting has been quoted at up to 15 % wastage factor. What are 

manufacturers doing to improve this unsatisfactory situation? 

FERAG on-line Inserting systems are matching press speeds of up 

to 80000 Cph. We guarantee a max. 0,5 % missed Inserts rate per 

feeder. Wastage Is zero, as all non-Inserted copies are repaired. 
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4. Most mallroom systems require a very high maintenance and 

repair load (relative to presses). How are manufacturers 

addressing this factor? What steps ore being taken to provide on-

site expertise and training? 

We cannot speak for others but with regard to FERAG Post Press 

Systems It Is certainly not the high maintenance and repair load 

bothering Production Managers. What is important and 

unavoidable Is the Pre-Production care and adjustments because 

every production has different conditions. To be able to run this 

high speed systems troubiefree - everything has to be spot on, 

right from the beginning. 

Also not to underestimate Is cleaning. With all the controlling and 

correcting sensors, dust and papers laying around are their 

greatest enemies. 

Generally, our customers personnel Is trained by the FERAG 

engineers on site during the Installation. The first training step 

takes part during the commissioning period. The staff group will 

be trained how to operate the system. After commissioning, the 

second step of training takes place at our headquarters In 

Hinwii/Switzerland. This step Is tailored especially to the 

maintenance engineers (divided mechanical/electrical). 

16.11.1995 Sh/ut 
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Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen 

Welcome to the last session for the day. The topic for this 
session is quality control and training. I have been asked 
to introduce the Asian perspective. I do believe that Quali
ty and Training are global issues facing newspapers, whether 
they are in Asia, Latin America or Europe. However from our 
experience with Asian newspapers, we are now seeing an 
increasing awareness among Asian newspapers that Quality 
pays in the long run. South China Morning Post reputed to be 
one of the most profitable newspapers in the world is a case 
in point. Their excellent print quality has attracted adver
tisements from the luxury good sector. 

Traditionally the emphasis for Asian newspapers has been on 
Editorial Quality. But with increasing competition, news
papers in Asia are paying lot of attention to improve the 
print quality of both b/w and colour. I must emphasize the 
point - total quality control - all the processes involved, 
from picture processing to final delivery of printed paper 
must be closely controlled to achieve consistent quality. 
It doesn't matter whether the dot gain in your press is 2 8% 
or 35%. What matters is that it should be consistent, so 
that it could be compensated at the prepress stage. The 
picture has to be processed bearing in mind that newsprint 
has a limited colour gamut. Essentially this means that 
quality control required close co-ordination from all the 
departments, from editorial to the mailroom. A strong lead
ership and commitment from the senior management is neces
sary to achieve this goal. 

Testformes, an invaluable tool for quality control are now 
widely used by many Asian newspapers. Todays session will 
also discuss the use of densitometers and register control 
systems for ensuring good quality in the printed paper. 

Training 

With the technology changing at a rapid pace, training has 
become even more important. Without proper training, it will 
be like buying an F16 fighter plane to deliver cargo. 

Desktop revolution while reducing the capital investment has 
increased the training expenses manifold. Programmes such as 
Photoshop, and QuarkXPress requires extensive training for 
optimizing their use for newspapers. 

Specialized training tailored for Asian newspapers is the 
need of the day. National associations and newspaper socie
ties can play an important role. Organizations such as IFRA 
and AMIC are already active in this area and we would be 
glad to work closely with the various national organizations 
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in Asia to ensure the availability of high quality training. 

We have an interesting mix of speakers and topics for this 
session. It is my pleasure to introduce 

1. Peter B. Clifford, International Technical Manager 
Improved Print Quality Using a densitometer 

2. Volker Illert, CEO of Illert and Partner 
Quality means system approac, system approach means 
training, how to achieve those goals. 

3. Jeff Isherwood 
Automatic register control system, for improved qulaity 
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